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Introduction

This chapter will explore the social and economic implications of the

rapid adoption of mobile telephony in Sub-Saharan Africa, drawing

particularly on examples from Rwanda. It will contrast the experiences

of three groups of people: those who own a telephone, those who rely

on public telephones, and those without access to any telephone at all.

While some universal patterns of mobile use are evident, the exercise

will also highlight ways in which mobile adoption has different implica-

tions in an environment of limited landline availability.

           One overarching theme of telecommunications in Africa is the

persistent scarcity of telephones of any kind. The International Tele-

communication Union (ITU 2004a) estimates that in 2003 across Eur-

ope there were 96.3 telephone subscribers—fixed and mobile com-

bined—per 100 people. In the Americas, there were 66.6 subscribers

per 100. In Africa, there were 8.7 per 100. Africa’s telephone subscrib-

ers are concentrated in cities, and in the relatively more prosperous

nations on the continent, particularly South Africa and Botswana.

           Despite this scarcity, a second theme is the rapid increase of

mobile telephone users in the region. Africa is the world’s fastest grow-

ing mobile market (ITU 2004b). By 2003, 67 percent of the total tele-

phone subscriptions in Africa were mobile lines, compared to 50 per-

cent in the Americas and 58 percent in Europe (ITU 2004b). Landline

penetration in the region continues to grow, but slowly. Meanwhile,

from Senegal to Somalia, mobile providers are adding base stations and

customers as quickly as possible.

           These dual themes of overall telephone scarcity and increasing

mobile use provide the rationale for this chapter’s typology. ‘Private

phone owners’, ‘public phone users’ and ‘telephone non-users’ are cat-
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egories that will remain salient in Africa for years to come. However,

rapid mobile adoption is changing the composition of the groups: new

mobile-only owners are joining the ranks of the phone-owners, once the

domain of only the most prosperous households. Meanwhile, mobile-

based payphones are extending the reach of shared connectivity, allow-

ing more frequent use of phones among those who cannot afford or ac-

cess a telephone subscription of their own.

           Rwanda suffered through a devastating civil war and genocide in

1994. Relative stability has returned to the country, but poverty remains

the everyday reality for many. Though Kigali is a vibrant small city,

most of Rwanda’s eight million inhabitants live in rural areas and rely

on agriculture for their livelihoods (CIA 2004). Thus, Rwanda’s ex-

periences with both urban and rural telecommunications challenges

make it illustrative for the region. Rwanda’s mobile provider, MTN

Rwanda Cell, began offering GSM service in 1998. By 2003, Rwanda

had 1.6 mobile subscriptions per 100 people compared with 0.28 land-

lines (ITU 2004b). Coverage now extends to all of Rwanda’s major cities

and commercial centers, though parts of the countryside remain with-

out a signal.

           This brief review will draw on the results of a series of studies

conducted in Rwanda, as well as on references to recent studies and

initiatives from elsewhere in Sub-Saharan Africa. The participants in

the Rwanda studies are micro-entrepreneurs—owners of small busi-

nesses, generally with fewer than 5 employees, which are critical to ur-

ban economies in the developing world (Mead & Leidholm 1998; San-

tos 1979). The initial study was a Q-sort (prioritization) exercise, in

which 31 micro-entrepreneurs articulated their perspectives on mobile

use (Donner 2003). A broader survey in Kigali focused on the list of re-

cent calls stored on user’s phones to assess “whom micro-entrepre-

neurs call, and why” (Donner 2004a; 2005a). Most recently, we conduct-

ed open-ended interviews on topics ranging from business-specific

uses to social coordination (Donner 2005b).

Private phone owners

We start with what remains the smallest of the three groups in the ty-

pology: those individuals (or households) who own their own tele-

phone. In the days before the widespread use of mobiles, membership

of this group was easy to discern; only the most prosperous Rwandan

households had the income, bank accounts, credit, status, proximity,

and/or political clout to get a landline installed (Panos 2004). Now,

there are two paths to private phone ownership: landline purchase (still

reserved for the most prosperous) and mobile handset purchase (open

to a wider range of Rwandan society).
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Mobile and landline owners

Many fortunate households with landlines were among the first to pur-

chase mobiles. Landline-owning households still represent a dispro-

portionately large share of Rwanda’s mobile users, since nearly every

wealthy Rwandan now owns a mobile. In many ways, the trajectory of

mobile adoption resembles that found in Europe and the United States,

as the technology was adopted first by business, professional, and gov-

ernment elites before making its way into broader domestic/personal

use (Katz 1999). These prosperous households welcomed the mobile in

the same way their counterparts in Europe did—as an additional mobile
telephone line which could complement and extend the reach of land-

lines at home and at work. As elsewhere, purchasing decisions for this

group mix instrumental and intrinsic dimensions. Though certainly

convenient, mobiles are also symbol of affluence and a source of com-

fort and security (Donner 2003).

           The mobile is not simply a complement to the landline for those

who possess both. It is a competitor for the same calls (Hamilton 2003).

Since MTN Rwanda Cell’s international rates have consistently been

lower than those of the landline provider, RwandaTel, some house-

holds purchase mobiles to save on international calls. This rate compe-

tition will benefit all telecommunications consumers in the country in

the long run by putting downward pressure on prices. Some users are

‘cutting the cord’ altogether. We interviewed a few former landline

owners; some had cancelled their lines, others decided not to renew a

line when they moved.

New mobile-only owners

There is now a second, larger group of telephone owners in Rwanda—

those who for the first time in their lives find they can afford and pur-

chase a telephone subscription of their own (Gamos 2003). Members of

this group never had a ‘cord to cut’; they are the mobile-only users.

Driving a mobile boom in the developing world that is moving beyond

the most prosperous homes, this group represents a growing cadre of

users worldwide. For these users, the mobiles provide benefits of basic

connectivity offered by the telephone (Pool 1977), plus the mobility, se-

curity, and status/display benefits more unique to the mobile.

           Complementary attributes of mobile telephony fuel this in-

creased adoption. At the network/infrastructure level, the addition of a

mobile base station in an urban neighborhood or rural village can

change the availability of telecommunications services literally over-

night, at a lower cost per potential household. At the pricing/service

level, inexpensive and used handsets are becoming plentiful. Most im-
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portantly, the introduction of pre-pay plans has been critical for ex-

panding mobile use in Africa (Minges 1999; Oestmann 2003), since

many would-be owners lack bank accounts, access to credit, and even

mail service to support contract accounts. By contrast, pre-pay cards

allow users to recharge their phones whenever they have a little bit of

money on hand, and to carefully meter their own expenditures. The

vast majority of Rwanda’s mobile users rely on pre-pay cards. The eco-

nomic and social benefits of telephone ownership for this group of new

users are discussed below.

Economic benefits

Many of the micro-entrepreneurs we interviewed described significant

changes in the productivity of their businesses. Here are three exam-

ples.

– Innocent is a baker. His operation is small; most days, he and his

employee cook samosas over an open flame in his home. Two years

ago, he purchased his mobile, which has allowed him to coordinate

more easily with his regular customers. He no longer spends a good

part of his day traveling to customer’s shops to see what their order

might be. Instead, he calls ahead and arranges to bring the proper

amount of baked goods. In addition, Innocent estimates that 30 per-

cent of his customers are now from outside Kigali—every one of

which is able to contact Innocent only because he has his mobile.

– Afsa, a hair braider, moved to Kigali as an orphan after losing her

family in the 1994 genocide. She learned braiding from a woman

who provided lodging in exchange for her work, but she did not re-

ceive much money from this arrangement. At the recommendation

of her customers, and having seen how much success others were

having with their mobiles, Afsa saved for months and purchased a

mobile of her own. Now, Afsa’s customers can give her number to

people who like their braids, and her business is growing by word of

mouth. Thanks to referrals, and the ease with which she can sched-

ule braiding sessions with regular customers, her business has

tripled—from four clients a week to twelve. Now, she lives on her

own, is saving money, and is planning to open her own salon. As

she puts it, “When I got the mobile, I began to see braiding as a

business—as work—and could see a future.”

– Annette runs a small restaurant near the airport, which serves

Ugandan food. (She is Ugandan). Lately, since she purchased her

mobile, her lunchtime customers have gotten in the habit of calling

her each day, to order in advance. She explains: “It’s always on time

and easier for them. Not like first reaching here and ordering and so

forth. No sooner do they park than we put food on the dining table,
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since we are aware of what they’ll have.” Others, later in the lunch

hour, will call ahead to make sure she hasn’t yet run out of food.

These stories of increased productivity are not limited to the urban

areas. One owner of a dairy store in Kigali explained that many of his

suppliers “up-county” had purchased mobiles and would contact him

when milk was available for purchase. Rural farmers, ranchers, and

fishermen are using mobiles, particularly text messages, to stay in

touch with markets, cut travel costs, gain price knowledge, and reduce

the bargaining power of middlemen (King 2004).

           Most of these productivity gains come from the ability to rapidly

exchange information between people who are beyond convenient

travel distance, even if the distance is just a matter of a kilometer or

two. In many cases, a landline could provide the same benefit (Aronson

1971), but other benefits are unique to mobiles, particularly to the fact

that the mobile travels with the person instead of being tied to a loca-

tion. For a self-employed tailor like Speciose, having a mobile means

she can finally take lunch away from her sewing machine without risk-

ing the loss of a client. As has been the case in other regions mobiles

give the self-employed greater flexibility and reachability (Aspden &

Katz 1994).

Social benefits

While the economic benefits are important to this group, they are not

the only story. Roughly 70 percent of calls made and received by the

micro-entrepreneurs we interviewed were with family or friends, rath-

er than with business contacts (Donner 2005a). When a married couple

uses the mobile to arrange to share a taxi ride home after work, or a

woman uses the mobile to talk to a family member about a sick relative,

or when Annette’s customers call her restaurant to see if lunch is still

being served, the mobile is allowing new users the same power to coor-

dinate everyday life from a distance that people in high-teledensity

countries may take for granted, whether via conventional telephones

(Cherry 1977) or via mobiles (Ling & Haddon 2003).

           One way to understand the social impacts of the mobile is to

consider how mobile use may change a user’s network of communica-

tion partners. The Kigali surveys looked at micro-entrepreneurs’ call

logs; asking users “who did you talk to?” and “what did you talk about?”

We also asked respondents when they met each call partner, and to es-

timate whether the amount of overall contact with each of these call

partners had increased, decreased, or stayed the same since getting the

mobile. Thus, we could identify which kinds of contacts were new to

the user’s social network. We found little evidence that users are meet-

ing new family members or friends because they have the mobile—they
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are, instead, talking more frequently with the family and friends they

already have. New customers, on the other hand, are very much a fea-

ture of the networks sampled on the call logs. Indeed, the highest con-

centration of new customers was found among those who had only a

mobile line, versus those who had a mobile line and a fixed line

(Donner 2004a). As sociologists have observed with the landline in

other settings (Ball 1968; Thorngren 1977), mobiles are increasing the

frequency of contact with existing friends and family, both locally and

among geographically distant partners.

           As the convenience of the mobile in everyday life has become

apparent, some families with the wherewithal to do so have begun pur-

chasing multiple handsets. For example, one interview respondent des-

cribed frequent conversations between him and his wife—both on mo-

biles—about what time he would be coming home from work that day.

Another respondent spoke of his four year old son, who would borrow

his mother’s mobile to tell his dad he missed him. These stories seem

familiar to us—as they should. The preceding paragraphs have pres-

ented examples of how mobiles are being used in familiar ways, for fa-

miliar purposes. However, at least three other factors illustrate ways in

which the use of mobiles in resource-poor (and connection-poor) set-

tings is different than that in more prosperous settings.

           Firstly, the mobile helps maintain family relationships at a dis-

tance, in the form of the diaspora (Paragas 2004). International or

long-distance internal relocation in search of economic opportunities

has become central to the economies of many nations. In Rwanda, we

met Ugandans like Annette, the restaurant owner, who were in Rwanda

for economic opportunities and met Rwandans with family in Uganda,

Burundi, and South Africa. In each case the mobiles helped people feel

closer, even when hundreds of miles apart. Annette, for example, can

regularly call her mother, check on the money she has sent back, and

check on her daughter, who is still in school in Uganda. Each individual

call Annette makes to her mother and daughter may be about family

matters, but the overall effect may also be economic. Without an af-

fordable and reliable way to be in touch, Annette might not feel com-

fortable staying in Kigali with the thriving restaurant.

           Secondly, a powerful technique to maximize the mobile’s bene-

fits while minimizing costs is ‘beeping’ (Donner 2005b; Oestmann

2003). Beeping occurs when an individual places a call to a mobile sub-

scriber, and then hangs up before the call is complete. The resulting

“missed call” message on the mobile’s call log is usually a signal re-

questing the mobile owner to call back. However, as the practice has

spread it has diversified. If the beeper and the beepee have arranged

the beep in advance, it can mean “pick me up now” or “I’ve arrived

safely” or anything else that they can think of. For Fred the dairy ven-

dor, a beep from his supplier meant “there’s milk now—send the truck”.
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Meanwhile, the lucky few Rwandan youths with mobiles have taken to

beeping each other as a virtually free way to say “I’m thinking of you”

(it is even cheaper than texting). There is no instrumental content to

these messages; instead, the beeps represent a form of “phatic” com-

munication (Malinowski 1923) where messages are used to signal the

existence of a relationship or open communication channel (Haddon

2000; Ling 2004; Thurlow & Brown 2003).

           Since beeping allows many more users to maintain a mobile

subscription than would otherwise be able to do so, Kigali, Nairobi,

Kampala, and other African cities are awash with beeps (Borzello 2001;

Mutahi 2002). Thanks to prepay cards and the calling-party-pays struc-

ture, a mobile owner must pay only the basic monthly access charge of

a few dollars a month to keep his phone able to receive incoming calls.

If he or she can “beep” other phone owners and convince them to pay

for the call, the user’s monthly expenditures can be quote low. Of

course, this leads to a complex battle of wills as to who will pay, though

generally the wealthier person is expected to pay (Donner 2005b).

Beeping also provides a vehicle for one interaction between users of

public telephones and mobile owners. Non-mobile owners can use

public payphones to ‘beep’ their friends, families, and business part-

ners who do own mobiles, transferring the cost of the call to city

dwellers (Oestmann 2003).

           Finally, there is the issue of mobile theft. Theft is a worldwide

problem (Katz 2004), but can be especially damaging in settings like

Rwanda, when the mobile might be the most expensive object a user

owns, representing months of savings. Petty thieves will snatch the un-

attended mobile, or slash a handbag to free the mobile likely to be in-

side. Many of our interview subjects said they had been the victim of

mobile theft. One jeweler we spoke with has had three mobiles stolen—

one by a customer, right out of his store! Options to recover the mo-

biles are few; Angel, the arts and crafts saleswoman, had to rent a new

mobile immediately (while saving to get a new one) after her mobile

was stolen. Afsa the hair braider has an ‘emergency fund’ set aside

specifically in case hers is stolen. Such emergency funds and immedi-

ate rentals indicate how, for individuals who had lived without their

own telephones for years, the mobile has become an essential part of

everyday life. Rangeria, an auto mechanic, explained “I always get frus-

trated when I don’t have my phone because I am used to it. And it dis-

appoints those that do usually talk to me on my mobile”. Reminiscent of

Wurtzel and Turner’s (1977) findings about “missing the telephone”

another respondent compared a household without a mobile to a “home

without water”.
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Public phone users

Though it is tempting to focus the chapter on the excitement surround-

ing the new mobile owners, the great majority of households in Rwanda

and elsewhere in Sub-Saharan Africa do not own a mobile or a land-

line. There are two interrelated barriers to mobile ownership. The first,

quite simply, is money; even with prepay cards, inexpensive handsets,

and the beeping strategies to reduce the cost of call, many Rwandans

cannot afford mobiles or the airtime to support them. The second is ac-

cess to a mobile signal; MTN is moving to cover as much of the nation

as possible, and Rwanda’s small size and dense population mean it will

eventually end up with a higher proportion of its landscape covered

then Chad or Mali or the Congo, but currently the nation is not 100 per-

cent covered. The twin barriers to mobile ownership—cost and signal

availability—clearly interact to privilege the urban areas over the rural

ones. Indeed, mobiles may not be much better than fixed lines as a so-

lution to connect many rural households (Panos 2004).

           That said, recent data from London’s Gamos Group (2003) sug-

gests that though phone ownership in Sub-Saharan Africa is rare,

phone utilization is not. Based on surveys in Botswana, Uganda, and

Ghana, Gamos reports that roughly 75 percent of respondents living in

rural areas with low levels of phone availability nevertheless reported

using a phone at least once in the last three months, often traveling a

significant distance to do so. The proportion of regular telephone users

was even higher in the urban areas.

           The recent introduction of mobile-based public phones and tele-

centers is good news for these regular users. In many areas, both rural

and urban, public fixed-wireless payphones are springing up. These

payphones provide GSM-based access in places where a conventional

landline might not be practical or profitable to install (Oestmann 2003),

and add additional lines in neighborhoods with long queues for existing

public phones. Indeed, South Africa’s three mobile providers are re-

quired as part of their license agreement to provide equipment for

thousands of fixed-wireless shops, which entrepreneurs run as fran-

chised, individual businesses (Reck & Wood 2003). Sometimes, the

public phone is simply a mobile handset; Bangladesh’s Grameen Vil-

lage Phone is famous for developing a financial and technological mo-

del to empower thousands of women entrepreneurs to act as “phone

ladies” for a village (Richardson, Ramirez & Haq 2000); Grameen Phone

is replicating the model in Uganda, in collaboration with MTN (USAID

2004).

           Users of public payphones don’t enjoy the same flexibility to re-

ceive calls as mobile owners, but the shared-phone model will be an

important aspect of telephone service for the years to come. Indeed,

even a single phone or shared mobile line in a village can increase the
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linkages between rural residents and their mobile-owning families in

urban areas (Gamos 2003), and can improve the ability of farmers in

villages to receive the best prices for their goods (Eggleston, Jensen &

Zeckhauser 2002; Saunders, Warford & Wellenieus 1994).

Telephone non-users

What of the rest? If Gamos’s (2003) estimates are correct, roughly

25 percent of citizens in Ghana, Botswana, and Uganda (and possibly

Rwanda) do not regularly use telephones at all, either because they live

out of easy travel distance to a phone, or because they choose not to

make any calls. One could argue that these households benefit indirect-

ly from recent improvements to connectivity among non-governmental

and governmental service organizations that serve them, particularly in

rural areas. For example, the software firm Voxiva and Columbia Uni-

versity are working with the US Centers for Disease Control and the

Rwandan Government to develop a system that uses mobile telephones

and internet connections to connect rural health clinics with central

hospitals and government offices. The resulting nationwide informa-

tion system will support Rwanda’s efforts to dramatically scale-up the

treatment of HIV/AIDS with antiretroviral drugs (Casas & LaJoie 2003;

Donner 2004b; Nyaruhirira et al. 2004). Similar efforts are underway in

South Africa—using text messages to coordinate patient care (Lindow

2004)—and in Uganda, where wireless-enabled PDAs put up-to-date

information in the hands of rural caregivers (Phipps, Sanguidi &

Woolway 2003).

           For the most part, however, the encouraging developments in

mobile ownership and the expansion of public phone availability must

be presented with a caveat: that the split between rural and urban

levels of mobile use is the latest wrinkle in an ongoing challenge for ru-

ral connectivity in resource-poor settings (Andrew & Petkov 2003;

Hudson 1984; Panos 2004; Saunders et al. 1994). Mobiles are extending

connectivity to populations on the urban periphery and even to some

rural areas where landlines were unprofitable, but for the foreseeable

future, GSM signals are unlikely to cover every village on the continent.

The digital divide (Norris 2001) remains an important policy issue for

Africa, even at the level of basic voice connectivity. Like a village with-

out electricity or a paved road, a village without a mobile signal may be

ill-equipped to participate in the interconnected formal economy.

           Where market forces encourage neither the landline provider

nor a mobile provider to provide connectivity at a reasonable cost, a

number of other approaches are available to increase coverage and re-

duce the costs of use. Though a full review of these approaches is be-

yond the scope of this chapter, these include regulatory levers, such as
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South Africa’s phone shop requirement, flexible franchise models for

rural GSM service (Engvall & Hesselmark 2004), and the pursuit of al-

ternative satellite or WiFi/WiMAX technologies to support rural/remote

connectivity (O’Neill 2003). These solutions require skillful collabora-

tion between and integration with existing services so as to best bal-

ance the needs of all stakeholders. But by looking beyond where mo-

biles are working to where they are not, we can underscore that mo-

biles are but one part of an evolving telecommunications landscape that

is the result of complex interactions between technologies, regulatory

frameworks, geography, and user demand.

Conclusion

Despite challenges in serving remote areas, mobile ownership clearly

provides significant economic and social opportunities to millions of

individual users throughout Sub-Saharan Africa. Much of this value

comes from the fact that many residents in cities like Kigali now have

significantly greater access to basic voice telephony. Annette’s restau-

rant thrives because her customers have mobiles; Celestine, the

plumber, has the numbers of his three main contractors programmed

on his mobile; Yousef the taxi driver is happy because both he and his

wife can stay in touch during the day. Each story is a reflection of Met-

calfe’s law (Gilder 2000), illustrating how a network’s value grows as a

function of the square of the number of terminals; as more Rwandans

become mobile owners, existing mobile and landline users benefit as

well.

           When the proportion of telephone users in a city triples in five

years, there are significant changes to both the social and economic

networks permeating the city. Townsend (2000) argues that mobiles are

“rewriting the spatial and temporal constraints of all manner of human

communications—whether for work, family, or recreation and enter-

tainment […] speed[ing] up the metabolism of urban systems, increas-

ing capacity and efficiency.” The acceleration Townsend observed is

certainly evident in Kigali. Indeed, it is possible that the effect he de-

scribes is even more pronounced in this city, where mobiles are often

their owner’s only telephones. The productivity gains are palpable.

Rangeria, a self-employed auto mechanic, told us: “Before, when I

wanted a spare part, I was supposed to go to pick it up. But now I just

call from where I am, and they bring it to me. Before, I would waste a

lot of time.” Indeed, Rangeria often now engages in four telephone con-

versations to fix a car: one for the appointment, one to tell the customer

what the cost will be, one to the supplier to get the parts, and one to tell

the customer the car is ready. Every call eliminates or streamlines a

trip.
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           As with the economic benefits, the usefulness of the mobile in

social relations may be even stronger among this population of new

mobile users. People who before could arrange a talk once a month

with far-flung relatives can do so more frequently. Families can coordi-

nate their daily lives more effectively than previously possible. But we

must be careful about whether we attribute this power to the mobile

handset/network in particular. When we ask Kigali’s residents what

they perceive to be the benefits of their mobiles, they might mention

increased social status, or security, or constant contact and increased

mobility (Donner 2003), but, particularly if they are new mobile-only

users, they may also mention the simple value of their new capacity to

make and receive calls when they desire—as we have seen with land-

line users (Dimmick, Sikand & Patterson 1994; Pool 1977).

           At one level, the similarities in observed patterns of mobile use

generally support Katz and Aakhus’s (2002) theory of a universal

‘Apparatgeist’ (common patterns) of mobile use. The micro-coordina-

tion of the lunchtime call to the restaurant, the long-distance call to the

loved one, and even the teenager’s sending of an “I’m thinking of you”

beep each represent similar kinds of behaviors to what we would see in

parts of the world with higher teledensities. But by looking at the mo-

bile’s implications for three kinds of individuals (those who now own a

phone, those who access a public phone, and those who can not access

any phone), we can focus on the critical distinction between the few

who now have their own telephone and the many who do not. That dis-

tinction used to represent a clear line between the elite and the rest of

the nation, but no longer.

           There are two distinct transitions underway between the three

groups: as new public phones are installed, some people who previous-

ly could not make calls at all are now able to place calls, from time to
time. Meanwhile, new mobile owners, who previously had to rely on

public phones, now can make and receive calls, whenever they want. It

remains a rich area for future research to further explore the magni-

tude and meaning of these two transitions, particularly the one be-

tween public phone use and private phone ownership. The interviews

with micro-entrepreneurs suggest that the difference is fundamental

—a critical change rather than a mild difference in degree of reachabil-

ity or convenience. There are 1.5 billion mobile subscribers on the

planet, already more than there are landlines (ITU 2004b). Thus, many

of the next billion mobile owners in China, India, Africa, and through-

out the developing world may have experiences more like the new mo-

bile owners in Rwanda—their first and only phone will be the mobile.

           It is probably too early to determine what the long-term impacts

of mobile telephone use on the region will be. Are mobile owners and

payphone users in Rwanda happier? Wealthier? Healthier? Most evi-

dence is still anecdotal. Though we are likely to see increased urban
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economic activity, and increased urban-rural contacts from the mobile,

it remains an open question whether the productivity gains we ob-

served at the firm level will translate into increased levels of national

prosperity. For now the key observable implication of mobile use seems

to be social and economic amplification, as Townsend’s metaphor of a

‘speeding up’ urban metabolism suggests. A reframing of the role of

mobiles around amplification rather than transformation would have

special significance for analysis in Africa, since doing so might high-

light the ways in which mobile use is interrelated with the continent’s

distinct social, political, and economic structures.

           Nevertheless, Rwandans are quite optimistic about the potential

of mobiles to improve their lives, and express this optimism by voting

with their pocketbooks, buying and using mobiles almost whenever

possible. By focusing on the distinct experiences of three phone-user

categories, this chapter has helped illustrate both the benefits and the

challenges associated with the spread of mobile telephony in Rwanda

and beyond. Even as we are pleased to see how so many Rwandans are

benefiting from mobiles, it is worth paying attention to the other, still

larger categories of public phone users and non-users in the country,

and, to continue to work on the issues of connectivity, access, inclusion,

and broad-based development that are important to them.
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